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Abstract
The interaction between reduced Anabaena ferredoxin and oxidized ferredoxin:NADP + reductase (FNR), which occurs during
photosynthetic electron transfer (ET), has been investigated extensively in the authors’ laboratories using transient and steady-state kinetic
measurements and X-ray crystallography. The effect of a large number of site-specific mutations in both proteins has been assessed. Many of
the mutations had little or no effect on ET kinetics. However, non-conservative mutations at three highly conserved surface sites in ferredoxin
(F65, E94 and S47) caused ET rate constants to decrease by four orders of magnitude, and non-conservative mutations at three highly
conserved surface sites in FNR (L76, K75 and E301) caused ET rate constants to decrease by factors of 25–150. These residues were deemed
to be critical for ET. Similar mutations at several other conserved sites in the two proteins (D67 in Fd; E139, L78, K72, and R16 in FNR)
caused smaller but still appreciable effects on ET rate constants. A strong correlation exists between these results and the X-ray crystal
structure of an Anabaena ferredoxin/FNR complex. Thus, mutations at sites that are within the protein–protein interface or are directly
involved in interprotein contacts generally show the largest kinetic effects. The implications of these results for the ET mechanism are
discussed. D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Electron transfer (ET) reactions are ubiquitous in bio-
logical systems, and life as we know it would not exist
without them. A non-heme iron protein ferredoxin and one
of its ET partners, the flavoenzyme ferredoxin:NADP +
reductase (FNR), function in photosynthetic ET. Ferredoxin
is the terminal electron acceptor from Photosystem I and
reduces FNR in two one-electron transfer steps. FNR uses
these electrons to catalyze the two-electron reduction of
NADP + to NADPH. This represents one of the main energy
conversion processes in biology. The overall reaction is
shown in Eq. (1).
2Fdred þ NADPþ þ Hþ !FNR 2 Fdox þ NADPH ð1Þ
The ‘‘plant-type’’ ferredoxins contain a [2Fe–2S] cluster
as their prosthetic group in a polypeptide chain having 93–
98 amino acids [1], giving them a molecular mass of about
11 kDa. The ferredoxin utilized in the present studies has
been isolated from vegetative cells of Anabaena PCC 7120
and has a molecular mass of 10.7 kDa. FNR as isolated
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from the closely related Anabaena PCC 7119 is a 36-kDa
protein containing one FAD molecule as cofactor. This is a
truncated version of the complete 49 kDa petH gene
product [2,3], which is proteolytically cleaved during
isolation.
High-resolution structures have been determined for
several plant-type ferredoxins (Table 1), including an iso-
form of ferredoxin present in heterocyst cells of cyanobac-
teria that is involved in N2-fixation [17]. The Anabaena
7120 heterocyst ferredoxin is 51% identical to the vegeta-
tive form that functions in photosynthetic ET. X-ray crystal
structures are also available for FNRs from various other
sources (Table 2).
Several plausible computer models of ferredoxin/FNR
complexes have been generated on the basis of these X-ray
structures and biochemical information, e.g. [23,25,26]. In
addition, crystal structures of complexes formed between
NADP + and pea FNRs mutated at the C-terminal residue
(Y308) have been reported [22], providing the first three-
dimensional view of the interaction between FNR and its
non-protein substrate. Recently, a 2.4-A˚ resolution X-ray
structure of a ferredoxin/FNR complex between the oxi-
dized forms of wild type (wt) Anabaena ferredoxin and wt
Anabaena 7119 FNR has been reported [27], as has a 2.9-A˚
resolution structure of a complex between oxidized ferre-
doxin and FNR from maize [21]. Early studies [28] described the formation of complexes
between various ferredoxins and spinach FNR (FNRsp) and
pointed to the importance of electrostatic interactions in the
functioning of these proteins. Subsequent investigations
[29] confirmed these findings and postulated the existence
of regions of positive charge on FNRsp interacting with
negative charges on ferredoxin. In agreement with this,
studies of ionic strength (l) effects on the kinetics of ET
from spinach ferredoxin to FNRsp using laser flash photol-
ysis [30,31] indicated a strong influence of complementary
electrostatic charges on complex formation and stabilization
and ET rate constants. Many subsequent results from our
laboratories (see below) are consistent with a plus–minus
electrostatic interaction between the proteins from Ana-
baena. Additionally, thermodynamic studies have shown
that hydrophobic effects also contribute to complex stability
in the spinach proteins [32], and differences between exper-
imental and theoretical complex stability constant values as
a function of l have been attributed to hydrophobic inter-
actions in the Anabaena proteins [33]. In agreement with
these results, the crystal structure of the complex formed
between the Anabaena proteins revealed that the molecular
interface includes a hydrophobic core involving the side
chains of F65 from Fd and L76, L78 and V136 from FNR
[27,34]. As will be described below, the combined role of
electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions is strongly sup-
ported by kinetic studies involving site-specific mutations of
the Anabaena proteins.
Early transient kinetic results on the ET reaction from
Fd to Anabaena FNR [31,35] are consistent with a (min-
imal) two-step mechanism consisting of complex formation
Table 1
[2Fe–2S] ferredoxin structuresa
Source Resolution (PDB code)
Aphanothece sacrumb 2.2 A˚ (1FXI)
Anabaena 7120 (vegetative)c 2.5 A˚ (1FXA)
Anabaena 7120 (heterocyst)d 1.7 A˚ (1FRD)
Equisetum arvensee 1.8 A˚ (1FRR)
Spirulina platensisf 2.5 A˚ (4FXC)
Haloarcula marismortuig 1.9 A˚ (1DOI)
Spinacia oleracea (mutant E92K)h 1.7 A˚ (1A70)
Chlorella fuscai 1.4 A˚ (1AWD)
Anabaena 7119 (vegetative)j 1.3 A˚ (1QT9)
Anabaena 7119 (vegetative– reduced)j 1.2 A˚ (1CZP)
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803k (1DOX)
Synechococcus elongatusl (1ROE/2CJO)
Parsleym (1PFD)
a These structures were determined by X-ray diffraction, except for the
Synechocystis, Synechococcus and parsley structures, which were deter-
mined by NMR. All structures are for the oxidized forms of the proteins,
except where otherwise noted.
b From Ref. [4].
c From Ref. [5].
d From Ref. [6].
e From Ref. [7].
f From Ref. [8].
g From Ref. [9].
h From Ref. [10].
i From Ref. [11].
j From Ref. [12].
k From Ref. [13].
l From Refs. [14,15].
m From Ref. [16].
Table 2
Ferredoxin:NADP + reductase structuresa
Source Resolution (A˚) (PDB Code)
Anabaena 7119b 1.8 (1QUE)
A. vinelandiic 2.0 (1A8P)
E. colid 2.2 (1QFJ)
Maizee 2.2 (1GAW)
Peaf 2.5 (1QG0)
Pea/NADP + f,g 1.8 (1QFY)
Paprikah 2.5 (1FB3)
Spinachi (reduced) 1.7 (1FNC)
Spinachi 1.7 (1FNB)
Spinach/P-AMPi,j 1.7 (1FND)
a These structures were determined by X-ray diffraction. All proteins
were in their oxidized forms, except for where indicated.
b From Ref. [18].
c From Ref. [19].
d From Ref. [20].
e From Ref. [21].
f From Ref. [22].
g This structure is for the Y308S mutant complexed with NADP + . The
structure of Y308S in complex with NADPH has also been solved (PDB
code 1QFZ), as has the Y308W mutant in complex with NADP + (PDB
code 1QGA).
h From Ref. [23].
i From Ref. [24].
j This structure is for the protein complexed with 2V-phospho-5V-AMP.
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followed by ET. This is shown in Eq. (2), where Kd and ket
represent the dissociation constant for the transient com-
plex and the ET rate constant, respectively. It should be
emphasized that ket includes factors such as possible
protein structural rearrangements and changes in hydration
of the proteins occurring upon redox state changes and
complex formation, as well as the intrinsic ET rate con-
stant.
FdredþFNRoxÐKd ½FdredFNRox!ket FdoxþFNRred ð2Þ
Inasmuch as the X-ray crystal structures of Anabaena
7120 ferredoxin [5] and Anabaena 7119 FNR [18] are
available, and the proteins from these organisms have been
cloned and overexpressed in Escherichia coli [36–40], they
are excellent candidates for studies of structure–function
relationships in ET proteins. It is not the intention of this
paper to comprehensively review the literature on these
proteins (reviews are available on ferredoxin [41–43 and
references therein] and on Fe–S proteins in general [44–46
and references therein], as well as on FNR [47–50 and
references therein]). Rather, we will focus on the research
that has taken place in the authors’ laboratories over the past
10 years, utilizing site-directed mutagenesis, transient
absorbance spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. Results
obtained with some of the mutants described here have
appeared in earlier reviews [51–53]. In addition, some
results are presented here for the first time (Fd mutants
D28, E31, E32, D36, F39, S40, H92 and Y98). Although a
large body of literature exists on mechanisms of protein–
protein ET [54–61], it is beyond the scope of this paper to
review this literature.
Fig. 1 shows space-filling representations of the
‘‘front’’ surfaces (i.e. the surfaces to which the prosthetic
groups are closest) of Fd (panels A, B) and FNR (panels
C, D), respectively. In Fig. 1A and C, those residues that
have been mutated in the present studies are color-coded,
with red being used for those showing large kinetic effects
on ET between FNR and Fd upon non-conservative
mutation, green for those showing moderate kinetic effects,
and blue for those showing minimal effects on ET reac-
tivity (see legend to Fig. 1 for details; this color-coding is
based on the relative reactivities given below in Tables 5
and 6). Although this classification is somewhat arbitrary, it
allows us to compare kinetic results with structural find-
ings.
In Fig. 1B and D, residues found to be at the protein–
protein interface in the crystalline complex [27] are
colored red. As will be discussed below, good correspond-
ence is found between the effects that the mutations had
on ET reactivity and their presence at the complex inter-
face. A representation of the crystalline complex is shown
in Fig. 2A, and a more detailed view of the interfacial
region is shown in Fig. 2B. This will be discussed further
below.
2. Goals and strategies
The general goal of the research described herein was to
identify those residues in Fd and Anabaena FNR that were
involved in the mutual interaction of these proteins leading
to complex formation and ET. It should be noted that the
crystal structure of the complex was not solved until
relatively recently [27], and thus most of the kinetic work
was done prior to this. Site-directed mutagenesis was
applied to highly conserved [62–67] charged and hydro-
phobic surface residues that are in the vicinity of the redox
cofactors. In most cases, both non-conservative (e.g. charge-
reversal) and conservative mutations were made. Residues
were also chosen for mutation based on cross-linking and
chemical modification studies of Fdsp that suggested the
involvement of Anabaena residues in the regions 28–32,
67–72 and 94–96 [26,68,69]. Additionally, computer mod-
eling [25,26] based on the crystal structures of FNRsp and
Spirulina Fd also points to acidic residues in these segments
of the Fd molecule. Biochemical studies on spinach [68,70]
and Anabaena FNRs [71,72] have implicated Anabaena
residues K72 and K138 in binding Fd. Several residues [73]
in the [2Fe–2S] cluster binding loop of Fd (residues 39–50)
were also targeted for mutation.
The effects of a given mutation were studied by a number
of techniques. Laser flash photolysis/time-resolved absorb-
ance was used to measure the rate constants for reduction of
the oxidized mutant proteins by 5-deazariboflavin semi-
quinone radical (dRfH., Section 3), and to directly measure
the binding constant and the ET rate constant for the
interaction between Fdred and FNRox for a mutant and its
non-mutated partner. These latter experiments were done as
a function of l at constant protein concentration, or as a
function of FNR concentration at constant l and Fd con-
centration. ET reactivities (kobs values) measured in this
way, relative to the reactivity of the non-mutated protein,
were used to judge whether a particular mutation altered the
redox behavior of the cofactor or was crucial to the protein–
protein ET interaction. Stopped-flow and steady-state
kinetic measurements were also made in some cases.
UV–VIS absorption and CD spectra of the mutant
proteins were routinely measured. Except for the mutations
of the Cys residues that ligate the [2Fe–2S] cluster in Fd
(Section 4.2), such spectra for all mutants were essentially
identical to the corresponding non-mutated protein, indicat-
ing that the cofactor environments were not appreciably
altered.
Reduction potentials of Fd and FNR, alone and in a 1:1
complex, have been measured by potentiometric titration, as
have the potentials for several Fd [73,74] and FNR mutants
[64]. The values are given in Tables 3 and 4. For several
other FNR mutants the reduction potentials for the oxidized/
semiquinone couple (E1jV) were estimated by comparing the
concentrations of FNR required to fully reoxidize Fdred. For
all mutants in which ET reactivity was decreased, altered
reduction potentials were ruled out as the cause. It should be
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noted that complex formation between Fd and FNR caused
shifts in the reduction potentials (Table 3). In some cases,
such shifts caused otherwise thermodynamically unfavorable
ET reactions to become either isopotential (e.g. E94K) or
favorable (e.g. S47A). In other cases (e.g. F65A and E49Q),
it was presumed that complex formation would render the
reactions thermodynamically favorable. Additionally, in the
kinetic experiments the ratio of FNRox to Fdred was greater
than 30:1, which would compensate for at least 90 mV of
unfavorable potential difference. For FNR mutants whose
reduction potentials were not directly measured but which
showed decreased ET activity (K75E, L78A, K138E,
E301A), the estimated one-electron reduction potentials
were either similar to that of wt FNR or the estimated
unfavorable potential shift was not sufficient to account for
the decrease in the observed ET rate constant.
X-ray crystal structures were determined for several Fd
mutants (S47A, D62K, D68K, E94K, E95K, Q70K [74],
and C49S [75]). In no cases were significant alterations in
the structure relative to Fd observed. The RMS deviations of
Fig. 1. Space-filling representation of the front surfaces of Anabaena Fd (a, b) and Anabaena FNR (c, d). The [2Fe–2S] cluster of Fd can be seen at
approximately the middle of the Fd molecule. Fe1 of the cluster is shown in magenta and S1 and S2 are shown in blue to the left and right of Fe1, respectively.
The FAD cofactor of FNR is shown in blue. In (a) and (c), residues showing large kinetic effects (cf. Tables 5 and 6) upon mutation are shown in red, those
showing moderate effects are shown in green and those showing small or no effect are shown in blue. In this scheme, reactivities which were > f 70%,
f 15% to f 70% and <f 15% as effective as the non-mutated Fd/FNR system were considered to have small, moderate and large kinetic effects,
respectively. If multiple mutations were made at a given residue, then evaluation of the importance of the residue for ETwas based on the reactivity of the least
reactive mutation at that site. C49 of Fd is colored green in (a) but cannot be seen in this view because it is on the other side of the [2Fe–2S] cluster. In (b) and
(d) the side chains of residues present at the Fd/FNR complex interface are shown in red. C46, S47 and T48 of Fd are not colored red in (b). Although C46 and
S47are positioned in front of FNR, a cavity is present between the two proteins in this region, and T48 interacts with FNR but the distances are quite large (>5.8
A˚). In FNR (d), G137 is at the interface but is not colored due to the nature its side chain. Coordinates were obtained from the Protein Data Bank (1FXA for Fd
[5] and 1QUE for FNR [18]).
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the Ca backbones of the mutant structures relative to Fd
were in the range 0.12–0.41 A˚, with the larger values being
ascribed to differences in crystal packing. Structures were
also determined for several FNR mutants (E301A [76],
R264E [66], L78D, L76D/L78D and V136L [64]). All of
these structures were essentially identical to wt Anabaena
FNR except that in the structure of E301A, another residue
(E139) adopted a slightly different conformation (see Sec-
tion 5.1 for discussion). Based on these results, as well as on
the UV–VIS and CD spectra, in all cases where reactivity
was decreased, structural changes in the mutant protein were
ruled out as the cause.
3. Reaction of Fd with native and recombinant FNR
Early experiments were carried out with native FNR
(natFNR) and more recent experiments utilized recombinant
FNR (recFNR). It should be noted that these two species
react differently [33,77] at low l (Fig. 3). This was
attributed to the presence at the N-terminus in recFNR of
six amino acids (TQAKAK) that are proteolytically cleaved
during isolation of the native protein. The presence of two
additional positive charges apparently causes the highly
negatively charged Fd to form an intermediate complex
with recFNR at low values of l that is less optimal for ET
than the intermediate complex involving natFNR, although
in both cases, the complex formed at low l is less reactive
than at higher l values. As l is increased, the complex is
weakened, allowing the proteins to assume more optimal
mutual orientations for ET. After the maximal observed ET
rate constant (kobs) is reached, further increases in l result in
decreases in kobs as expected due to screening of the
oppositely charged residues on the protein surfaces, which
diminishes long-range electrostatic attractive forces. Thus,
the overall l dependence is biphasic.
Fig. 2. (a) Stereo representation of the crystalline complex formed between the Anabaena FNR and Fd including the respective FAD and 2Fe–2S cofactors (in
gray), main chain traces and side chains which play the most crucial role in the interaction (see text). Two typical intermolecular hydrogen bonds are also drawn
in dotted lines. Fd is colored in red, the N-terminal FNR FAD binding domain in green and the C-terminal NADP + binding domain in yellow. This figure was
created using MOLSCRIPT2 [107] and RASTER3D [108]. The coordinates are available from the Protein Data Bank (1EWY). (b) Close-up stereo view of the
interface region of the Fd/FNR complex in the vicinity of the redox cofactors.
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Relative values of kobs for mutant proteins were taken
from plots of the l dependency of kobs (such as those shown
in Fig. 3) and were normalized to the same FNR concen-
trations. The value of l at which the kobs value was taken
corresponded to the l value at which the reference FNR
reached its maximum value (i.e. l = 40 mM for natFNR and
l = 110 mM for recFNR; see Fig. 3). Note that the maximal
kobs values for both proteins are the same (4600F 400 s
 1
for natFNR and 4500F 400 s 1 for recFNR).
The means of generating Fdred [78–80] involves the
reaction of Fdox with the highly reducing, laser flash-
generated dRfH.. All of the Fd and FNR mutants studied
to date (the only exception is the E301A mutant of FNR,
which apparently forms an intermediate complex with
dRfH. [63]), react with dRfH. with rate constants that are
very similar to the rate constants obtained for the unmutated
proteins. Fd reacts with dRfH. with a second-order rate
constant of 2.2F 0.2	 108 M  1 s 1. The average value
for the Fd mutants studied here is 1.6F 0.3	 108 M 1
s 1. RecFNR and natFNR react with dRfH. with second-
order rate constants of 2.1F 0.2	 108 M  1 s  1 and
2.2F 0.2	 108 M  1 s 1, respectively. The average value
for the FNR mutants studied here is 2.2F 0.5	 108 M 1
s  1. These results are taken as an indication that the
accessibility and intrinsic reactivity of the redox cofactors
in the mutants have not been appreciably perturbed.
In protein–protein ET studies of systems following the
mechanism described by Eq. (2), saturation is expected in a
plot of kobs vs. protein concentration, as the rate-limiting
step switches from complex formation to ET at increased
protein concentrations. In such cases, ket and the value of Kd
for the intermediate ET complex (Fdred:FNRox) can be
extracted from the kinetic data by fitting to the exact
solution of the differential equation describing Eq. (2)
[81,82]. Such saturation kinetics were observed at l = 100
mM for the reaction between Fdred and both natFNRox and
recFNRox, and the values of ket and Kd were found to be
5500 s 1 and 1.7 AM, respectively, for both proteins [33].
Fig. 3. The dependence of kobs on l for the ET reaction between Fd and
natFNR (.) and recFNR (o). These data are adapted from Ref. [33]. The
experiment using natFNR contained 30 AM Fd and 30 AM FNR. The
experiment using recFNR contained 40 AM Fd and 30 AM FNR. Solutions
also contained 0.1 mM 5-deazariboflavin and 1 mM EDTA in 4 mM
potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0. l was adjusted using aliquots of 5 M
NaCl. Transient kinetics were monitored at 600 nm.
Table 3
Influence of complex formation on the reduction potentials of FNR and
some Fd mutantsa
Ferredoxin FAD of FNR (mV) [2Fe–2S] of Fd (mV)
E1jV E2jV EmjV EjV
None  331  314  323 –
Fd alone – – –  384
complexed  291  300  298  372
DE + 40 + 14 + 25 + 12
F65I alone – – –  328
complexed  277  273  274  338
DE + 54 + 41 + 49  10
E94K alone – – –  304
complexed  291  286  282  298
DE + 40 + 28 + 41 + 15
S47A alone – – –  337
complexed  269  282  273  336
DE + 62 + 32 + 50 + 1
a Taken from Ref. [74]. The pH was 7.5 and the temperature was 4 jC.
For measurements on the complexed proteins, l was approximately 12
mM. For measurements on the uncomplexed proteins, l was approximately
100 mM. Typical uncertainty in the measurements is 1–3 mV.
Table 4
Reduction potentials of Fd and Fd mutants and midpoint two-electron
reduction potentials of isolated recFNR and mutant FNRsa
Ferredoxin EjV(mV) Ferredoxin EjV(mV) FNR EmjV(mV)
Fdb  384 F65Ib  328 recFNRc  323
R42Hd  382 F65Yb  390 L76Dc  330
A43Sd  381 D68Kb  380 L76Fc  333
A45Sd,e  375 Q70Kb  382 L76Sc  305
C46Sf  381 T78Ad  345 L76D/L78Dc  317
S47Ab  337 T78Id  337 L78Dc  302
S47Tb  438 T78Sd  378 L78Fc  307
T48Ad  382 E94Db  367 L78Sc  286
T48Sd  401 E94Kb  304 V136Sc  305
C49Sf  329 E94Qb  319
D62Kb  373 E95Kb  372
F65Ab  291
a Typical uncertainty in the measurements is 1–3 mV. Values relative
to the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE).
b Taken from Ref. [74]. The pH was 7.5 and the temperature was 4 jC.
The value of l was approximately 100 mM (the potential measured for Fd
at l = 12 mM was very similar to the 100 mM value).
c Taken from Ref. [64]. Measurements were made in 50 mM Tris–HCl
buffer, pH 8 at 10 jC.
d Taken from Ref. [73]. Measurements were made in 50 mM potassium
phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 at 4 jC.
e In agreement with Ref. [109].
f Taken from Ref. [75]. Conditions as in footnote b.
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Thus, these two forms of FNR are kinetically indistinguish-
able at l = 100 mM.
4. Kinetic assessment of the importance of various amino
acid residues in Fd
In the following discussion, critical, moderately impor-
tant and unimportant residues are listed in sequential order
within each group, except for the ligating Cys residues,
which are presented together. This same general outline is
followed for the FNR mutants in Section 5.
4.1. Critical Fd residues—S47, F65, E94
Non-conservative mutations at each of these positions
caused a decrease of more than four orders of magnitude in
the rate constant for ET with natFNR (Table 5). S47 is
hydrogen-bonded to E94 in Fd and this hydrogen bond is
part of a larger network of hydrogen bonds and electrostatic
interactions that stabilizes the protein by anchoring the
[2Fe–2S] binding loop to the protein [51]. In the crystalline
complex, S47 does not interact directly with FNR although
it lies within the Fd–FNR interface [27] (Fig. 2B).
The S47T mutant was constructed to assess the impor-
tance of the side chain hydroxyl group of this residue.
Significantly, this mutation restored reactivity to about
50% of that determined for Fd (Table 5). Thus, it appears
that a hydroxyl-containing side chain is required at position
47 in Fd for rapid ET with natFNR. Presumably, the
hydrogen-bonding capability is retained by S47T. It would
appear then that disruption of the hydrogen bond with E94
in the S47A mutation contributes significantly to the high
degree of impairment observed for ET with this mutant.
Both the F65A and F65I mutants were essentially
unreactive compared to Fd (Table 5). The dissociation
constant for the complex of oxidized F65A with oxidized
natFNR was approximately 10-fold larger than for Fd (120
vs. 9.4 AM) [35]. This Kd value is almost five times larger
than that found for E94K (see below), which suggests the
importance of hydrophobic interactions involving F65 in the
complex with natFNR. However, a change in binding of this
magnitude is not sufficient to account for the dramatic
decrease in ET reactivity observed for F65A.
To further investigate the nature of the protein–protein
interaction at this position, the mutants F65Y, F65W and
S64Y/F65A were constructed [83]. F65Y was just as effec-
tive as Fd in ETwith natFNR, whereas F65W was somewhat
decreased in reactivity, although to a much smaller degree
than F65I and F65A (Table 5). These results indicate that an
aromatic side chain is required at position 65 for effective ET
with natFNR. The S64Y/F65A double mutant was just as
ineffective at transferring electrons to natFNR (Table 5) as
were the F65A and F65I single mutants. Thus, an aromatic
residue at the preceding position in the sequence could not
substitute for F65, indicating a precise complementarity at
Table 5
Relative reactivities of Fd mutants in their ET reactions with FNR as studied by laser flash photolysisa
Fd kobs Fd kobs Fd kobs
D28Kb 1.04 S47Tc 0.50 D68K/D69Kd 0.54
E31Kb 0.87 T48Ae,f 0.58 D69Kd 0.57
E31K/E32Kb 0.54 T48Se,f 1.00 Q70Kc 0.59
D36Kb 1.04 C49Se,g 0.47 T78Ae,f 0.68
F39Ab 0.67 D62Kc 0.35 T78Ie,f 0.75
S40Ab 0.61 S64Y/F65Ah 0.000065 T78Se,f 0.84
C41Se,g 0.39 F65Ah,i 0.000065 H92Eb 1.10
R42Ai 1.54 F65Ih,i 0.000087 E94Dj 0.76
R42Ei 0.54 F65Wb 0.63 E94Ki 0.000052
R42Hi 1.17 F65Yh 1.00 E94Qj 0.000054
A43Sb 0.83 D67Kd 0.43 E95Ki 1.03
A45Sb 0.93 D67K/D68K/D69Kd 0.20 E94K/E95Kb 0.00013
C46Se,g 0.25 D67K/D69Kd 0.20 Y98Ab 0.91
S47Ac V 0.00005 D68Kd 1.20
a These observed first-order rate constants are relative to the natFNR/Fd ET reaction in cases where natFNR was used or to the recFNR/Fd ET reaction in
cases where recFNR was used. The ionic strength at which the kobs values were compared was 40 mM for cases where natFNR was used and 100 mM for cases
where recFNR was used. These are the l values at which the natFNR/Fd or recFNR/Fd reactions showed maximal reactivity. The FNR concentrations were
normalized to the same concentration (30 AM; the vast majority of the experiments were performed at this concentration).
b These values have not been reported previously.
c From Ref. [74].
d From Ref. [90].
e No l dependency was measured for these mutants and the kobs values used were the 30 AM points from the FNR concentration dependency curves of kobs.
f From Ref. [73].
g From Ref. [75].
h From Ref. [83].
i From Ref. [35].
j From Ref. [110].
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the interface between the two proteins, as is seen in the
crystalline complex [27]. We conclude that specific protein–
protein interactions, which control the mutual orientations of
the proteins within the intermediate ET complex and are
altered by amino acid changes in the interfacial region are
most likely the predominant factor leading to the kinetic
impairment observed for these mutants. The proximity of the
F65 side chain to the redox cofactors of Fd and FNR in the
crystalline complex is shown in Fig. 4. Also shown in this
figure are the L76 and L78 residues of FNR that interact with
F65, as well as the charge-paired Fd E94–FNR K75 side
chains (see below for further discussion).
In the X-ray crystal structure of parsley Fd [16] the
phenyl ring of F63 (equivalent to F65 in Anabaena Fd) was
found to be rotated 90j relative to that found in Anabaena
Fd. The authors suggest ‘‘that while an aromatic ring in this
position may be important, its orientation may not be.’’ In
addition, the Y63 residue of maize Fd (equivalent to F65 in
Anabaena) has been shown in the crystal structure of the
complex of the maize proteins [21] to be neither close to the
[2Fe–2S] cluster of Fd nor situated between the prosthetic
groups of the proteins. This will be discussed further below.
Unfortunately, ET rate constants have not been determined
for these proteins.
ET from E94Kred to natFNRox was highly impaired
relative to Fd (Table 5, Fig. 5), as was also the case for
E94K/E95K. Since E95K reacts like Fd (see Section 4.3,
Table 5), the E94K mutation was responsible for the reduced
reactivity of the double mutant. The E94 side chain is folded
on the protein surface due to its formation of a hydrogen
bond with Ser47 both in the isolated Fd structure and in the
crystalline complex [5,27].
Another possible source of the change in reactivity is the
protein–protein affinity during complex formation. The
binding constant of E94Kox to natFNRox [35] was found to
be about a factor of three larger than the Kd value measured
for Fd. Such a small change clearly cannot account for the
four orders of magnitude decrease in ET reactivity observed
for E94K. Due to the low reactivity of this mutant, it was not
possible to determine Kd for the complex with Fdred.
E94D reacted with natFNR much like Fd did (Table 5).
E94Q, on the other hand, was just as impaired in its reaction
with natFNR as was E94K (Table 5). These experiments
clearly demonstrate the requirement of a negative charge at
position 94 in Fd for rapid ET to natFNR.
As noted above, X-ray crystallography has shown that
the E94 side chain in Fd is hydrogen-bonded to the side
chain of S47 [51,74]. Thus, loss of this hydrogen bond due
to the E94K mutation may contribute to the ineffectiveness
of this mutant in ET with natFNR, as was the case with the
S47A mutant. However, this is probably not a factor in the
low reactivity of the E94Q mutant.
The equivalent residue to E94 in spinach Fd is E92. EPR
spectroscopy, electrochemistry and steady-state kinetic stud-
ies have been carried out on the E92K, E92Q and E92A
mutants [84–86]. The E92K mutation did not impair ET in a
non-physiological assay in which ET occurs in the opposite
direction. In contrast, in photoreduction of FNR by thyla-
koid membranes [85], E92Q and E92Awere 58% and 53%,
respectively, as effective as wt Fdsp, whereas E92K was
only 30% as effective. This was attributed to a less negative
reduction potential for these Fdsp mutants. It is important to
point out that in such steady-state experiments, it is not
known what the rate-determining step is, and thus it is
possible that the observed rates do not reflect the Fdsp to
FNR ET step. Furthermore, it is not known to what extent
redox potential shifts occur upon complex formation in
these proteins. Based on the X-ray structure of E92K [10],
it was determined by modeling a Glu residue at position 92
that the acidic side chain would be well-positioned to
hydrogen bond with S45 (equivalent to S47 in Anabaena).
Loss of this hydrogen bond in the E92K mutant protein may
have a deleterious effect on the functionality of the spinach
protein, similar to that observed for Anabaena Fd.
The above results demonstrate that for the Anabaena
proteins, a negatively charged side chain is required at
position 94 for effective ET with natFNR. In the crystal
structure of the complex [27], E94 is clearly interacting with
K75 of FNR at the FNR–Fd interface, presumably via a salt
linkage. Consistent with this, as will be shown below, the
K75E mutation in FNR resulted in a protein that was more
than two orders of magnitude less effective in ET with Fd
(see Section 5.1).
4.2. Moderately important Fd residues—E32, F39, S40,
C41, R42, C46, T48, C49, D62, D67, D69, Q70
Non-conservative mutations at these positions resulted in
proteins that were 20–67% as effective as Fd in their ET
interactions with either recFNR or natFNR (Table 5).
Although no single mutations were made at position 32,
the E31K/E32K double mutant was shown to have only
Fig. 4. Space-filling model showing the relative orientations of F65 of Fd
and L76 and L78 of FNR with respect to the redox cofactors of the proteins.
Also shown are the salt-bridged Fd E94 and FNR K75 residues. The
distances from the C8-methyl (C8M) atom of the FAD to S2 (closest atom
of the [2Fe–2] cluster) and to Phe65 Ca are 7.4 and 3.8 A˚, respectively.
Coordinates were obtained from the Protein Data Bank (1EWY [27]).
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54% of the ET reactivity observed for Fd (Table 5). Since
E31K was shown to be unimportant in the interaction
(Section 4.3; Table 5), it was concluded that E32 may play
a role in the ET interaction of Fd with FNR, assuming that
the reduction potential or binding affinity have not been
deleteriously altered by the mutation. Inasmuch as E32 is
not at the complex interface in the crystal structure [27], it is
possible that this double charge-reversal mutation alters the
molecular dipole of the Fd such that the mutual orientation
of the two proteins is adversely affected.
In Anabaena Fd, the local secondary structure of the
[2Fe–2S] cluster binding loop forces F39 into a solvent-
exposed position. It had been noted that ‘‘one potential role
of such a conserved, solvent-exposed aromatic amino acid
may be in redox partner recognition’’ [51]. The reduced
reactivity of F39A (Table 5) is consistent with this possi-
bility. The reason for the altered reactivity of the S40A
mutant is not clear at present.
Anabaena Fd contains only four Cys residues and these
are all involved in ligating the [2Fe–2S] cluster. In order to
investigate the possible importance of the Cys sulfur atom,
each of these positions has been individually mutated to a
Ser. 1H NMR spectroscopy has been carried out on these
mutants [87] and it was demonstrated that in vitro self-
assembly of the iron–sulfur cluster occurs upon addition of
iron and inorganic sulfur to the apoprotein of these mutants.
Thus, Ser can substitute for Cys as one of the ligands to the
iron–sulfur cluster. However, cluster stability is clearly
diminished by such substitution.
Instability of the C79S mutant precluded studies of its ET
reactivity. Instability of the C41S and C79S mutants also
prevented measurement of their reduction potentials.
Although the Kd values were not determined for the oxi-
dized proteins, the ET reactivity of the three mutants for
which transient kinetic data were obtainable [75] did not
correlate with the Kd value determined for the transient ET
complex (Fdred:FNRox).
The immediate environment of the [2Fe–2S] cluster is a
major determinant of the absorption spectral properties of
the protein. Thus, it is not unexpected that the UV–vis [87]
and CD spectra [75] of the Cys mutants are different from
each other and from Fd. These spectral differences are a
consequence of perturbations of the electronic character of
the [2Fe–2S] cluster and are not reflected in the X-ray
crystal structures. They are most likely due to altered
symmetry of the [2Fe–2S] cluster and to different energies
of the ligand! Fe charge-transfer transitions, caused by
substitution of oxygen for sulfur as one of the ligands to the
cluster. Such electronic alterations may play a part in the
moderately reduced ET reactivity of these mutants with
FNR, as well as in the altered reduction potential measured
for the C49S mutant.
R42 forms a hydrogen bond through its amide nitrogen
to one of the inorganic sulfurs of the [2Fe–2S] cluster [88].
R42 is also involved in a salt bridge with E31 and this
electrostatic interaction is part of the aforementioned [2Fe–
2S] cluster binding loop thought to stabilize the Fd molecule
[51]. It has been suggested that R42 might play an important
role in certain physiological functions and in the proper
folding of the Fd molecule [89]. The R42A, R42H and
R42E mutants were constructed. Of these, R42E was about
half as effective as Fd in ET, whereas R42A and R42H were
both somewhat more reactive in ET to natFNR relative to Fd
(Table 5). The R42A result implies that neither the presence
of a positive charge at this position nor the R42–E31 salt
linkage is required for rapid ET with natFNR. This is in
agreement with the Anabaena Fd/FNR crystallographic
model [27] in which the Fd R42 side chain is not involved
in the interaction. Therefore, the lowered reactivity observed
for the R42E mutant may be due to a long-range repulsive
electrostatic interaction between the proteins in the inter-
mediate complex that alters their mutual orientation.
The crystallographic structure of the FNR/Fd complex
from maize [21] reveals that Arg 40 (equivalent to Arg42 in
Anabaena) and Glu 29 (homologous to Glu31 in Anabaena)
of the Fd molecule form an intermolecular salt bridge with
Lys 304 of FNR (Lys293 in Anabaena). It was proposed that
this structural feature may be related to the redox potential
shift observed in the free Fdsp relative to that found in the
FNR-bound state.
T48 is part of the cluster binding loop of Fd. Altered
complex stability or an altered protein–protein orientation
in the transient ET complex could be responsible for the
lowered reactivity of the T48A mutant.
Although the binding of D62Kox to natFNRox was not
measured, the value of Kd determined for the intermediate
ET complex (D62Kred:natFNRox) was somewhat smaller
than that for Fd with natFNR [74]. Thus, it is probable that
binding is also not the cause of the reduced reactivity of
D62K. Again it appears that alterations in protein–protein
orientation are mainly involved. D62 is part of the complex
interface [27] and it is likely that the reduced ET reactivity is
attributable to the charge reversal at this position. However,
stereochemical factors may also be playing a role in the
observed kinetic effect.
The D67K and D69K mutants were both significantly
hindered in their ET interactions with natFNR (Table 5), in
contrast to D68K (see Section 4.3; Table 5). The effects for
D67K and D69K were approximately additive in the D67K/
D69K double mutant. Interestingly, at low l values, the
impairment due to the D69K mutation was partially over-
come by the highly reactive D68K mutation (Section 4.3) in
the D68K/D69K double mutant [90]. However, including
the D68K mutation in a triple mutant, D67K/D68K/D69K,
did not overcome the impairment caused by the D67K and
D69K mutations. The binding constants were measured for
each of these oxidized mutant proteins (except D67K/
D68K/D69K, for which no binding was observed) with
natFNRox, and in each case the binding was at least as tight
as it was for natFd [90].
D67 and D69 (as well as D68) are at the edge of the
interface in the crystalline complex [27] (see Fig. 1B). It is
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not surprising, therefore, that D67K and D69K have an
effect on ETwith natFNR, decreasing reactivity by 60% and
40%, respectively. Due to the electrostatic forces known to
be involved in the Fd/FNR interaction, it is likely that these
effects are related to the reversal in charge at these sites.
However, it must be kept in mind that stereochemical factors
may also come into play in cases where side chains that are
sterically quite different, such as Asp and Lys, are
exchanged. Further mutational studies would be required
to sort this out.
The Kd value obtained at l = 100 mM for the intermedi-
ate Q70Kred:natFNRox complex was found to be less than
50% smaller than the value found for Fd [74]. Thus, Q70
only moderately influences the Fd/FNR interaction.
4.3. Unimportant Fd residues—D28, E31, D36, A43, A45,
D68, T78, H92, E95, Y98
Mutations made at these positions were 68–120% as
effective as Fd in their ET interactions with either recFNR or
natFNR (Table 5). It is noteworthy that A43 and A45 are
part of the cluster binding loop of Fd. Although D68 is at
the edge of the interface in the crystalline complex [27],
electron density for the D68 side chain is not visible in the
crystalline complex. As shown above (Section 4.2), charge-
reversal mutations of the D67 and D69 residues moderately
impair the ET interaction. However, the D68K mutant was
more effective in ET than Fd (Table 5). Thus, the effects of
the same mutation at contiguous sites are opposite. These
results are similar to those obtained for the wt-like E95K
mutant (see Table 5) compared to the highly impaired E94K
mutant (Section 4.1, Table 5), and again point to a high
degree of structural specificity within the protein–protein
interaction surface during ET, as well as to a correspond-
ingly large influence of the mutual orientation of the two
proteins on the reaction rate. The Kd values calculated from
the kinetics for the intermediate ET complexes involving
each of these mutants were found to be very similar to that
of Fd [74].
Y98 is the terminal amino acid in Anabaena Fd and
occupies a position at the periphery of the complex interface
[27]. Results for the Y98A mutant lead to the conclusion
that the identity of the terminal amino acid in Fd is relatively
unimportant for its ET interaction with recFNR.
5. Kinetic assessment of the importance of various amino
acid residues in FNR
5.1. Critical FNR residues—R16, K72, K75, L76, L78, E301
Non-conservative mutations of these residues resulted in
proteins that were 0.7–13% as effective as recFNR in their
ET interactions with Fdred (Table 6), illustrating the critical
nature of the amino acid side chains at these positions. R16E
and K72E were also shown to be significantly impaired in
steady-state NADP + photoreduction assays [72]. The ET
reactivity of these mutants with Fdred as determined by laser
flash photolysis (Table 6) correlated well with Kd values
measured for complex formation between the oxidized
proteins at l = 12 mM [91].
The K75E mutant was also shown by both steady-state
[40,72] and transient kinetic measurements [65,91,92] to be
highly impaired in its ET interaction with Fd. Laser flash
photolysis showed the reactivity to be about 1% of that
observed for recFNR (Table 6). To illustrate this, a transient
decay curve for this reaction is shown in Fig. 5.
As noted above, the l dependence of kobs for the reaction
of recFNR with Fd is clearly biphasic (Fig. 3), due to
stabilization of non-optimal complexes by strong electro-
static interactions at low l values. The R16E, K72E and
K75E mutations altered the electrostatic contributions sta-
bilizing the ET complexes such that the biphasic l depend-
encies were eliminated. For R16E and K75E, the ET
complexes that were formed at low l (12 mM) were more
reactive than for recFNR, but reactivity dropped off rapidly
at increasing l values. Electrostatic surface potential calcu-
lations [91] showed that R16, K72 and K75 lie in a region of
the protein surface where positive charge predominates, and
charge reversal would therefore have a large effect on the
local surface electrostatic potential. Clearly, ET reactivity
was strongly affected by these charge reversals. This is in
accordance with the major role of the N-terminal domain
(residues 1–138) of FNR in the interaction with Fd within
the crystalline complex [27]. It should be kept in mind that
steric effects may also interfere with the formation of
productive ET complexes.
The conservative mutant K75R reacted much like
recFNR, whereas K75Q and K75S were only moderately
hindered (Table 6). Steady-state kinetic studies, utilizing the
diaphorase activity with DCPIP as an electron acceptor, also
Table 6
Relative reactivities of FNR mutants in their ET reactions with Fd as
studied by laser flash photolysisa
FNR krel FNR krel FNR krel
R16Eb 0.10 L76Vc 0.56 K138Eb 0.31
K72Eb 0.13 L78Ac 0.69 E139Dd 0.76
K75Ee 0.007 L78Dc 0.13 E139Kd 0.18
K75Re 0.76 L78Fc 0.31 E139Qd 0.60
K75Qe 0.24 L78Sc 0.89 R264Eb 0.27
K75Se 0.24 L78Vc 0.73 K290Eb 0.20
L76Ac 0.87 R100Af 1.00 K294Eb 0.40
L76Dc 0.04 V136Ac 0.87 E301Ag 0.01
L76Fc 0.78 V136Lc 0.89
L76Sc 0.89 V136Sc 0.71
a Relative reactivities were calculated according to footnote a in Table 5.
b From Ref. [91].
c From Ref. [64].
d From Ref. [95].
e From Ref. [65].
f From Ref. [66].
g From Ref. [63].
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showed that removal of the positive charge at position 75 of
FNR impaired the reaction, and that the reaction was not
measurable for the K75E mutant [65].
Relative Kd values for complexation of the oxidized K75
mutant proteins with Fdox (including the highly impaired
K75E, for which complex formation was not measurable),
correlated well with their relative ET reactivities [65]. In the
crystalline complex [27], K75 forms a salt bridge with Fd
E94 at the periphery of the interface and this charge-pair
plays a structural role in the association. As noted above
(Section 4.1), charge-reversal mutation of Fd E94 has
shown this interaction to be crucial for Fd/FNR ET (Table
5). Taken together, these results clearly indicate that the
charge complementarity of FNR K75 and Fd E94 is critical
for binding Fd and FNR during ET. It is noteworthy,
however, that ET reactivity was not restored when K75E
FNR was reacted with E94K Fd (unpublished observations).
This may be because charges surrounding the mutation sites
in the two proteins were disruptive to the attractive electro-
static interaction that could occur between the mutated
residues, i.e. simply reversing the charges at these two
individual sites on the proteins could not restore the attrac-
tive electrostatic interaction.
Of the mutations made at L76, the strongly diminished
reactivity of L76D in ET from Fdred measured by laser flash
photolysis is most striking (Table 6). A high degree of
impairment of the reactions between L76D and Fd was also
observed in stopped-flow kinetic experiments, as well as in
the diaphorase and NADPH-dependent cytochrome c reduc-
tase steady-state assays [64]. The Kd values measured for
complexation of the oxidized Ser, Ala, Val and Phe mutants
at position 76 with oxidized Fd varied by less than a factor
of three from the value obtained for recFNR [64]. In
contrast, the binding of L76D to Fd could not be detected.
It is significant that the introduction of a negative charge at
position 76 results in such a highly impaired mutant. This is
consistent with the disruption of hydrophobic interactions
by this mutation (see below).
Similarly, an Asp substitution at position L78 was shown
by laser flash photolysis to cause a high degree of impair-
ment in the ET interaction with Fdred (Table 6). Other more
conservative mutations at this site caused only small to
moderate reductions in ET reactivity. Stopped-flow kinetic
experiments, as well as the steady-state diaphorase and
NADPH-dependent cytochrome c reductase activities also
showed L78D to be highly impaired, as was observed for
the L76D mutant. This mutation introduces a negatively
charged side chain in an area near the FAD cofactor that is
involved in hydrophobic contacts at the Fd/FNR interface in
the crystalline complex [27] (see below). Again, this would
be expected to be disruptive. No binding to Fd could be
detected by difference absorbance measurements for L78D,
again suggesting the importance of hydrophobic forces in
the protein–protein interaction. The significantly decreased
ET reactivities observed by laser flash photolysis for the
mutants in which a negative charge was substituted for L76
Fig. 5. Transient decay curves for 5 AM recFNR+40 AM Fd (top), 20 AM
recFNR+ 40 AM E94K Fd (middle) and 5 AM K75E FNR+ 40 AM Fd
(bottom). The value of l was 100 mM. Other solution conditions were as in
Fig. 3. The monitoring wavelength was 507 nm, showing the reduction of
Fdox by dRfH., followed by (top and bottom panels) the oxidation of Fdred
by FNRox.
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and L78 are consistent with steady-state and stopped-flow
kinetic results obtained with these mutants [64].
Double mutations at positions L76 and L78 were pro-
duced by the simultaneous introduction of two Asp or two
Phe residues. The introduction of two negatively charged
residues completely inhibited complex formation and ET
with Fd. This is consistent with a major alteration found in
the calculated electrostatic surface potential of the enzyme
near the flavin ring using the three-dimensional structure of
the mutant [64]. The L76F/L78F mutant, however, was still
able to interact with Fd, although its complex with Fd is less
effective for ET, presumably due to a different mutual
orientation of the cofactors caused by steric interferences
[64].
The E301A mutant was about 1% as active as recFNR in
its ET interaction with Fd (Table 6). The steady-state
photoreduction of NADP + was not hindered to this same
extent, however, presumably because the rate-determining
step in the more complex steady-state system is something
other than ET from Fdred to FNRox. The Kd value for
complex formation with Fd measured for E301A was larger
than that measured for natFNR by a factor of two [63], but
this cannot account for the very large decrease in ET
reactivity measured by laser flash photolysis.
Steady-state experiments indicated that the semiquinone
state of the FAD was significantly destabilized in the E301A
mutant relative to recFNR. This had also been seen in three
of the four mutants made at E312 in the spinach protein
[93], but not to the same extent as observed for the
Anabaena protein, which showed no semiquinone accumu-
lation at all during photoreduction [63]. It would thus appear
that lack of stabilization of the semiquinone state of E301A
is the principal reason for the highly hindered ET reactivity
of this FNR mutant.
The X-ray crystal structure of FNRsp [24] suggested that
E312 might be involved in proton transfer to N-5 of the
isoalloxazine ring of FAD via S96. In Anabaena FNR, E301
appeared to be a good candidate to transfer protons to the
isoalloxazine N-5 of FAD via S80 [18]. However, subse-
quent kinetic characterization and X-ray crystal structure
determinations of four spinach E312 mutant proteins [93,94]
led to the conclusion that this residue does not act as a
proton donor during catalysis in this species, but is involved
in binding NADP(H). It was also concluded that the charge
of E312 contributes to establishing the redox potential of the
flavin semiquinone, and that the side chain of E312 has little
effect on the affinity of FNR for Fd, but does influence ET
between the two proteins. In Anabaena FNR, although it is
clear that E301 is a critical residue in the Fd/FNR inter-
action, it could not be determined [63] whether or not this
residue is involved in transferring protons from the external
medium via S80 to the N-5 position of the isoalloxazine ring
of the FAD during semiquinone formation. In the Fd/FNR
crystalline complex [27], the carboxylic group of Glu301 is
no longer exposed to solvent but is hydrogen-bonded to the
hydroxyl oxygen of Fd Ser64, which in turn is exposed to
solvent. This suggests a possible proton transfer pathway
between the external medium and the FNR isoalloxazine N-
5 via Ser64 of Fd and the Glu301 and Ser80 side chains of
FNR. It is noteworthy that the crystal structure of a pea FNR
mutant (Y308S) in complex with NADP + showed the
residue equivalent to E301 (i.e. E306) to be hydrogen-
bonded to the FAD carboxamide group [22]. The conclusion
was that this residue is primarily involved in nicotinamide
binding.
In the crystal structure of the Anabaena E301A mutant,
although no significant folding differences were observed
compared to recFNR [76], conformational differences were
found for the side chain of a nearby residue, E139. In the
mutant, this points toward the FAD, is stabilized by a
network of five hydrogen bonds to several H2O molecules,
and is connected to the S80 side chain through a series of
three H2O molecules. It was hypothesized that in the
mutant, the E139 side chain may carry out some of the
functions performed by the E301 side chain in the recFNR.
As will be shown below, mutation of E139 in recFNR has
unusual effects on ET kinetics.
5.2. Moderately important FNR residues—K138, E139,
R264, K290, K294
Non-conservative mutations at these residues caused the
ET reactivity with Fdred to be reduced to 18–40% of that
observed with recFNR (Table 6), as measured by laser flash
photolysis. K138E was also evaluated by steady-state and
stopped-flow techniques [72,92], which revealed moderate
impairment of several reactions involving Fd. The reduced
ET reactivity of K138E correlated with increased Kd values
for Fd complex formation with the oxidized protein at
l = 12 mM. Although Kd was not determined at high l
values, it was presumed that weakened binding was respon-
sible for the lack of saturation behavior for K138E observed
in the kobs vs. FNR concentration dependence under these
conditions [91].
Transient kinetic measurements showed E139K to be
significantly impaired in its ET interaction with Fdred (Table
6). In the crystalline complex [27], this residue is located at
the periphery of the interaction site. However, no direct
contact occurs with Fd although the distance from FNR
E139 Oq to the Fd S61 main chain carbonyl oxygen is only
4.6 A˚. This allows it to be mutated to a Lys or a Gln without
sterically impairing the Fd/FNR association.
In the E139K and E139Q mutations, the change in
charge adversely affects the electrostatic interactions of the
proteins. At low l (12 mM) the ET interaction with Fd was
highly impaired, and the dependency of kobs on FNR
concentration showed strong upward curvature at protein
concentrations >10 AM [95]. At values of l> 200 mM ET
reaction rates approach those observed with recFNR and
normal saturation kinetics were obtained. The E139Q
mutant was also significantly hindered at low values of l
and low protein concentrations [95] and showed a smaller
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degree of upward curvature in its dependency of kobs on
FNR concentration. Like E139K, the E139Q mutant had
normal saturation kinetics at higher values of l. The l
dependency of kobs was quite broad for this mutant and it
was thought that loss of electrostatic repulsion between
E139 and the Fd surface was the cause of this. It is expected
that both attractive and repulsive forces are active in
orienting the proteins, giving rise to a broadened l depend-
ency in this mutant. This has also been suggested for the
interaction of the [3Fe–4S] FdI from Azotobacter vinelandii
with NADPH-ferredoxin reductase [96]. The E139D
mutant, as well as recFNR (which was reevaluated after
the E139K results were obtained), showed a smaller degree
of upward curvature at FNR concentrations >30 AM at
l = 12 mM, and also showed saturation kinetics at higher
values of l.
The kinetic behavior of the E139 mutants was explained
as follows [95]. At low l, the proteins form a complex in
which the mutual orientation of the redox cofactors of the
proteins is so far from optimal that they are almost unreac-
tive in ET (e.g. kobs for E139K was less than 20 s
 1 at the
highest FNR concentration used, compared to approxi-
mately 1100 s 1 for recFNR). At increasing FNR concen-
trations, added FNRox is able to oxidize the bound Fdred in
the slowly reacting complex because the iron–sulfur center
is oriented away from the FNR surface, thereby leading to
increased rates for the production of FNRred. This ternary
reaction is the source of the upward curvature in the FNR
concentration dependence. The degree of reactivity
observed at low values of l depended on the particular
amino acid substitution, with E139K being by far the most
unreactive. Only a small amount of non-linearity at the
highest FNR concentrations was observed for recFNR. As
the value of l was increased, electrostatic forces involved in
stabilizing the complex were weakened and the proteins
could rearrange to a more reactive ET complex in which the
iron–sulfur center is pointed towards the FNR surface.
Thus, electrostatic forces were responsible for controlling
the specific geometry at the interface between the proteins,
which in turn determined the rates of ET occurring within
the complex. Ternary reactions involving ET proteins are
not unique to this protein pair and have been previously
described for the cytochrome c:cytochrome c peroxidase
system [97–101]. There was no evidence for a stable
ternary complex formed between Fd and two molecules of
E139K and thus the reaction proceeded via a collisional
interaction. These results demonstrate the importance of
E139 for competent complex formation between Fd and
FNR, as well as the strong influence of electrostatic inter-
actions on the ET behavior of this protein pair.
R264 has previously been suggested to play a role in Fd
recognition [18]. In agreement with this the R264E mutant
was shown by laser flash photolysis (Table 6), stopped-flow
and steady-state kinetic measurements [66] to be appreci-
ably decreased in its ET reactivity with Fdred. The Kd value
for the binding of R264Eox to Fdox was essentially the same
as that found for recFNR, and the Kd value determined for
the transient ET complex was only a factor of two larger in
the case of the mutant. However, the dependence of kobs on
l indicated that electrostatic interactions in the complex
have been weakened and that structural rearrangement
leading to more productive ET complexes occurred at lower
salt concentrations relative to recFNR. Electrostatic surface
potential calculations on R264E revealed a significant
change in polarity in the FAD environment, which was
suggested to have a destabilizing effect on the complex
[66]. These latter two observations led to the conclusion
that the altered charge properties of this mutant are respon-
sible for the decreased effectiveness of the ET interaction
with Fd. R264 (like F65 in Fd) is one of the most important
interface residues in the Fd/FNR crystalline complex [27],
having 12 van der Waals (VDW) contacts and two direct
hydrogen bonds. However, since this residue is located at
the periphery of the interaction site, a mutation to Glu could
be made without stereochemically impairing the formation
of the Fd/FNR complex, although such a mutation would
greatly decrease the number of VDW contacts and elimi-
nate the hydrogen bonds. This apparently results in a less-
than-optimal mutual orientation of the proteins in the
complex.
The ET interactions of K290E and K294E with Fdox
were evaluated by steady-state, laser flash photolysis and
stopped-flow techniques [72,91,92]. Laser flash photolysis
showed these mutants to be moderately impaired (Table 6).
The ET reactivity correlated well with Kd values measured
for the oxidized proteins at l = 12 mM. Kd values were not
determined for these mutants at high l values, but it was
presumed that weakened binding was responsible for the
lack of saturation behavior for K294E observed in a plot of
kobs vs. FNR concentration.
Charge reversal mutations at K138, R264, K290 and
K294 altered the electrostatic forces stabilizing the ET
complexes such that the biphasic l dependency observed
for recFNR (Fig. 3) was either eliminated or, in the case of
R264E, minimized [91]. As a consequence, the ET com-
plexes that were formed for these mutants at low l were
more reactive than for recFNR. Electrostatic surface poten-
tial calculations showed that these four residues lie in
regions of the protein surface that have a large negative
potential [91]. Thus, introduction of additional negative
charge in these areas would have relatively small effects,
although it should also be kept in mind that stereochemical
effects may interfere with the formation of productive ET
complexes.
5.3. Unimportant FNR residues—R100A, V136
Non-conservative mutants at these positions were 71–
100% as effective as wt FNR in accepting an electron from
Fdred (Table 6). R100 in Anabaena FNR and the equivalent
residue in FNRsp (K116) have been shown by chemical
modification studies to be involved in the interaction of
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FNR with the NADP + cofactor [102–104], and the role of
the side chain of this residue in binding the pyrophosphate
group of NADP(H) has also been probed by site-directed
mutagenesis [66,105].
V136 is part of the hydrophobic core formed at the
interface upon crystalline complex formation [27]. How-
ever, Leu, Ala and Ser mutations at this position were
shown by laser flash photolysis to have only small effects
on ET with Fdred (Table 6). Consistent with this, the Kd
values for the complexes formed between the oxidized
forms of these mutants and oxidized Fd were very similar
to the value obtained for recFNR [64]. It should be noted
that no mutations have been made which placed a charge at
this position.
6. Correlations with structural information
Only a limited number of the mutations in both Fd and
FNR resulted in large kinetic effects on the ET reaction
between the two proteins. In Fd (see Fig. 1A), several of the
critical residues lie close to the partially exposed [2Fe–2S]
cluster, with the region immediately below the cluster being
the most important (S47, F65, E94). In FNR (Fig. 1C), the
most important residues lie within and at the right-hand
periphery of the concave cavity of the FNR surface that
contains the exposed edge of the flavin isoalloxazine ring
(R16, K72, K75, L76, L78, E301). It is important to note
that all of these residues are found at the FNR–Fd interface
in the crystalline complex [27].
In the complex crystal structure, depicted in Fig. 2A and
B, Fd is seen to bind to the concave surface of the FNR
molecule from which the exposed dimethylbenzene portion
of the isoalloxazine ring projects. The closest distance from
the [2Fe–2S] cluster to the flavin is 7.4 A˚ (from the S2 atom
of the cluster to the C8-methyl of the FAD). This is
consistent with evidence that indicates that the C8-methyl
group of the isoalloxazine ring is involved in flavoprotein
ET [106]. The redox centers are separated by a main chain
segment of the Fd molecule consisting of A43–G44–A45,
and thus there is little steric hindrance to electron flow
between the cofactors. This suggests a relatively rapid direct
electron transfer between them, which is consistent with the
observed maximal ket of 5500 s
 1 [33]. It is also significant
that Fd undergoes a redox-linked conformational change
upon ET [12,27]. This change is centered at the core of the
Fd/FNR interfacial region in the Anabaena complex and
thus may be involved in the separation of the two proteins
subsequent to ET.
The protein–protein interface in the crystalline complex
contains both a core of hydrophobic side chains (including
F65 of Fd and L76, L78 and V136 of FNR), as well as
acidic residues of Fd (D62, D67, E94) and acidic (E267,
E301) and basic (R16, K75, R264, K293) residues of FNR.
These groups interact with each other either directly or
through bridging water molecules. Thus, D67 of Fd interacts
with R16 of FNR; D62 of Fd hydrogen bonds with R264 of
FNR; and E94 of Fd forms a salt linkage with K75 of FNR.
The interface between the Anabaena proteins is also stabi-
lized by hydrophobic interactions involving long side chains
such as R264 of FNR (which makes 11 VDW contacts with
Fd), and the loss of about 10 water molecules upon complex
formation [27]. This latter point is in agreement with
calorimetric experiments on the complex of the spinach
proteins [32]. Some of these interactions are shown in Fig.
2B.
As noted above, mutation of F65 of Fd to either Ala or
Ile decreases ET reactivity with FNR by four orders of
magnitude (Table 5). This is consistent with a decrease in
the hydrophobic interaction at the FNR–Fd complex inter-
face. Of the 11 VDW contacts with FNR made by F65,
seven are with L78 and two are with V136. The observed
losses of ET reactivity for mutants in which an Asp
substitution is made at L78 and a Ser substitution at V136
are also consistent with a disruption of these hydrophobic
interactions. In this context, it is important to note that an
Asp substitution at L76 also severely impairs ET to Fd.
Although L76 does not directly contact F65 (the closest
distance between F65 and L76 is 4.8 A˚), it does lie in the
complex interface (Figs. 2B and 4). It is also close to the C-
terminus of Fd. The latter point suggests that placing a
negative charge in this position might lead to serious
disruption of the complex via electrostatic repulsion with
the negatively charged C-terminal carboxylate. As noted
above, the identity of the side chain of the C-terminal
residue in Fd is not critical.
Fig. 1B and D show space-filling models of Fd and FNR,
respectively, with the side chains of residues located within
the protein/protein interface in the crystalline complex
colored red. Comparison of these models with Fig. 1A
and C demonstrates a strong correlation between deleterious
effects on ET reactivity and location of the residues at the
complex interface. We conclude from these correlations that
the crystalline Fd/FNR complex is a viable model for a
productive intermediate formed during ET. In this context, it
should be noted that the critical S47 residue of Fd, as well as
the moderately important C46, are not colored red in Fig.
2A. This is because, although they are positioned in front of
FNR in the complex, there is a ‘‘cavity’’ separating these
residues from direct contact with the FNR surface. Another
apparent discrepancy involves the K72 residue in FNR,
which was shown to be crucial for ET but is not located at
the complex interface. The impaired reactivity of the K72E
mutant can be attributed to a disruptive long-range electro-
static interaction with the negatively charged Fd surface.
Similar long-range electrostatic effects may explain why
some additional residues located close to but not within the
complex interface in FNR (such as K290 and K294) and in
Fd (Q70, which was mutated to a Lys) showed moderate
impairment in ET reactivity upon non-conservative muta-
tion. Other residues in this category are F39, S40 and T48 of
Fd, all of which show moderate impairment in ET reactivity
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upon non-conservative mutation but are not directly located
at the complex interface. However, these latter three resi-
dues are part of the [2Fe–2S] cluster binding loop, and are
located 4.5–5.0 A˚ from the cluster. Thus, a direct effect on
the properties of the cluster may be involved in their
influence on reactivity.
The X-ray structure of a second Fd/FNR complex,
involving proteins from maize leaves, has recently been
determined [21]. As in the Anabaena protein complex, the
interface consists of both electrostatic and hydrophobic
interactions near the prosthetic groups, the latter involving
mainly the non-polar FNR patch, Val 92, Leu 94 and Val
151. The prosthetic groups are again close to each other so
that fast ET is possible. However, superposition of the FNR
molecules of each of the two complexes reveals that the Fd
molecules are rotated by an angle of 96j. This indicates that
many of the specific interactions within the complexes are
not the same. In particular, Y63, corresponding to the
critical F65 residue of Anabaena Fd, is no longer located
between the prosthetic groups of the two proteins and is
involved to a lesser extent in hydrophobic interactions with
FNR. Moreover, E92, the maize equivalent of the critical
E94 residue of Anabaena Fd, is not involved at all in the
FNR interaction. In this regard, kinetic studies have shown
significant differences between the Anabaena and spinach
protein systems in the relative contributions of electrostatic
and hydrophobic interactions during ET [31], indicating
species-specific differences in the protein–protein interac-
tions.
These results show that the major features shared by the
Anabaena and maize Fd/FNR crystalline complexes are a
hydrophobic patch centered on FNR and the close proximity
of the two redox centers, which allows fast electron
exchange. Thus, despite their structural differences, the
Anabaena and maize leaf complexes may both represent
functional ET intermediates. This viewpoint is further sup-
ported by the fact that the mutual orientation within a
crystalline complex of the proteins obtained from maize
roots differs from that found in the maize leaf proteins (T.
Hase, personal communication). Thus, the crucial parame-
ters that have been conserved during evolution may simply
be close prosthetic group proximity and a non-polar envi-
ronment during the ET process.
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